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Abstract
Virtualization provides the possibility of whole machine
migration and thus enables a new form of fault tolerance that
is completely transparent to applications and operating systems. While initial prototypes show promise, virtualizationbased fault-tolerant architecture still experiences substantial
performance overhead especially for data-intensive workloads. The main performance challenge of virtualizationbased fault tolerance is how to synchronize the memory
states of the Master and Slave in a way that minimizes
the end-to-end impact on the application performance. This
paper describes three optimization techniques for memory
state synchronization: fine-grained dirty region identification, speculative state transfer, and synchronization traffic
reduction using active slave, and presents a comprehensive
performance study of these techniques under three realistic
workloads, the TPC-E benchmark, the SPECsfs 2008 CIFS
benchmark, and a Microsoft Exchange workload. We show
that these three techniques can each reduce the amount of
end-of-epoch synchronization traffic by a factor of up to 7,
15 and 5, respectively.

1. Introduction
The holy grail of fault-tolerant system research is to be
able to support seamless fail-over with negligible run-time
performance overhead and in a way that is completely transparent to applications and even operating systems. Because
of its ability to cleanly package and transport the complete
state of any virtual machines, virtualization offers a powerful
building block for building transparent and seamless faulttolerant systems. However, the run-time performance cost
of virtualization-based fault tolerance (VFT) is still quite
substantial under realistic workloads. The goal of this project
is to develop and evaluate optimization techniques that can
reduce this performance cost to the level that renders VFT
commercially viable.
The first VFT system that we are aware of is XSFT [1],
which was built at Symantec Research Labs in 2006 with
the first prototype completed in January 2007. As in most
fault-tolerant systems, XSFT assumes that there is a Slave
server as a back-up for every Master server and a Slave will
take over whenever its associated Master fails, and moreover,

both Master and Salve servers are physically embodied
as virtual machines. The type of servers at which XSFT
targets are Internet-facing servers such as Web or DNS
servers, which interact with a large number of external user
machines as well as other servers. Instead of check-pointing
and replaying, XSFT pioneered the concept of transactional
fault tolerance, which requires that a Master should not send
back a response to a request until the memory state updates
triggered by the request are reflected in its corresponding
Slave. More generally, XSFT holds off outgoing network
packets and disk write requests associated with an input
request until the memory states of the Master and the Slave
are synchronized. By enforcing this invariant, XSFT ensures
that a Slave’s state is always consistent with its Master as far
as their external clients are concerned. Consequently, when
a Master fails, its corresponding Slave can immediately pick
up where it is left off since the last externalized responses,
and the fail-over delay is expected to be negligible.
Unfortunately, the transactional fault tolerance model entails a potentially steep performance cost. Every time a
Master receives an input request, it needs to process the
request, then propagates the associated memory updates to
its Slave, and finally commits the associated network send
and disk write actions. Therefore, the delay involved in
propagating memory state updates from Master to Slave is
added to the round-trip latency perceived by the requesting
clients. Increase in the average request latency sometimes
could also lead to decrease in throughput as seen by an individual client, especially when the underlying flow control
mechanism is based on a stop-and-go model and thus is
quite sensitive to the round-trip delay. To more efficiently
synchronize the memory states of a Master and its Slave,
XSFT aggregates the memory state updates on the Master
that occur within an epoch, say 20 msec, and propagates
them to the Slave at the end of the epoch. This aggregation is
effective because memory state synchronization is typically
done on a page-by-page basis and multiple memory updates
that occur within the same epoch and within the same page
can be propagated with a single page transfer. However, this
epoch-based memory state synchronization approach further
aggravates the perceived request latency.
Although the first XSFT prototype [1] successfully

demonstrated the feasibility of the transactional fault tolerance model, it carried a serious run-time performance
overhead, i.e. more than 200% slow-down for realistic data
center workloads when the epoch is set to 20 msec. The main
performance bottleneck identified is memory state synchronization. In this project, we develop three optimization techniques that are aimed to minimize the performance overhead
associated with propagating modified memory pages at the
end of every epoch in an XSFT-like system, and we assume
there is a dedicated gigabit Ethernet link between a Master
and its Slave specifically for memory state synchronization.
The first technique is fine-grained dirty region tracking,
which keeps track of modifications to a Master’s memory
state at a granularity smaller than a memory page in order to
reduce the total number of bytes required to be transported to
its Slave. The second technique is speculative state transfer,
which transports a Master’s dirty regions to its Slave during
an epoch rather than at the end of an epoch in order to mask
some of the performance overhead associated with memory
state transfer. The third technique is synchronization traffic
reduction using active slave, which requires both a Master
and its Slave to run concurrently and reduces the number of
dirty bytes that need to be transported by virtue of the fact
that the memory states of the Master and Slave are likely to
be modified in a similar way because they execute the same
binary and receive the same inputs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews previous research on fault-tolerant network services
using process state or machine state check-pointing. Section
3 describes the three optimization techniques for memory
state synchronization developed in this project. Section 4
presents the results of a trace-driven evaluation of the three
proposed techniques and their detailed analysis. Section 5
concludes this paper with a summary of main research
results and a brief outline of future work.

2. Related Work
Checkpointing and logging are two widely-used alternatives in modern Fault Tolerance (FT) solutions [2], [3]. For
the checkpointing approach, states of healthy machines are
preserved either locally or remotely. In case of failures,
the system is rolled back to the most recent checkpoint.
However, events and data updates between the most recent
checkpoint and the failure point are lost. In contrast, the
logging technique logs the events of healthy machines.
Logging events are replayed online at the runtime to ensure
identical backup with regard to the primary. For example,
Bressoud et al. [3] proposed a hypervisor-based FT where
the hypervisor logged each instruction-level operation to the
primary and replayed the logged operations on top of the
backup. In general, domain-specific knowledge is required
to log events for the replaying purpose. With the help of
virtualization, the logging can be done within the virtual
machine monitor (VMM) [2]–[5]. Because logging is done

within VMM, no modification is made to the application
or operation systems involved, which makes virtualizationbased logging and replaying approach appealing.
However, the virtualization-based logging and replaying
approach is not widely advocated for two reasons. First,
although logging can be easily done with the help of VMM,
a deterministic replay of the logging events relies heavily
on the target architecture [3]. Therefore, each deterministic
replay mechanism requires an implementation on a specific
VMM. Second, for multi-core CPUs, the deterministic replay depends on the order in which multiple cores access
shared memory. However, to track the order of shared
memory access is difficult although some projects [6], [7]
suggested promising ad-hoc low-level mechanisms. Flight
data recorder [6] sniffs cache traffic to infer the order in
which shared memory is accessed. Dunlap [7] imposed a
CREW protocol on share memory pages to track down the
access order of the shared memory. Given the high overhead,
it is not clear whether the deterministic replay is a feasible
alternative of FT solutions [8].
Instead, check-pointing involves less domain-specific
knowledge of either hardware or applications. There are two
categories of state check-pointing based-on the granularity,
per-process state check-pointing and the whole machine
state check-pointing, respectively. Similar to the use of
process migration in data center and cluster computing environments [2], [9]–[12], operating system virtualization [13]
enables the migration of virtualized operating system and
therefore can be used for the purpose of load-balancing, operating system isolation and efficient utilization of hardware
resources [2], [14], [15].
Virtualization-based machine migration provides an encapsulation for migrating critical services [13], [16]–[18]
while avoiding convoluted per-process coordination in migration. Clark [16] proposed a XEN-based live migration
mechanism to separate the migration of virtualized operation systems from the external end users. Migration is
divided into 5 stages to minimize the negative impact of
live migration to both external end users and the physical
machine. Services are only stopped at the stop-and-copy
stage. However, only the memory states are migrated instead
of both the memory and storage. Travostino et al. [17]
takes one step further to migrate both the in-memory states
and external storage states over a MAN/WAN. Existing
commercial virtualization product such as VMotion also
supports live migration of virtualized operation system by
moving its in-memory states [18].
Virtualization-based fault tolerance has recently attracted
considerable interest in recent years [1], [8], [19] for its costeffectiveness. Memory states of the virtualized operating
system is constantly check-pointed to a standby backup
instance so that the backup can seamlessly take over when
the primary virtualized instance fails. Performance overhead
of such systems roots from the copying of memory states. To

reduce the amount of transferred memory states, Remus [8]
proposed to copy over only those dirtied memory states.
The check-pointing frequency for Remus can be as high as
every 25 msec. The aim of our work is to further reduce the
amount of memory coped over from the primary instance to
the backup instance. Remus buffered external events until
the end of each synchronization between the primary and
the backup virtualized instance. Instead of buffering external
events, Kemari [19] checkpoints the primary instance when
the VMM is going to duplicate the external events to the
backup instance. Our work is orthogonal to the mechanism
of ensuring consistency between the primary and backup
virtualized instance and can compensate for performance
overhead associated with each of such mechanisms.

3. Design Alternatives
3.1. Fine-Grained Dirty Region Tracking
In virtualization-based fault-tolerant systems such as
XSFT and Remus, the states of the Master and Slave
are synchronized at the end of each epoch. An obvious
idea to decrease the performance overhead of this memory
state synchronization operation is to identify the regions of
the Master’s memory modified since the end of the last
epoch and ship only these modified regions to the Slave.
Both XSFT and Remus exploit virtual memory hardware to
detect memory pages that are dirtied within the most recent
epoch. Basically, memory pages are marked as read-only at
the beginning of an epoch; every time a memory page is
modified, a write exception occurs, and the page is recorded
in a dirty page list and turned to read-write; at the end of
each epoch, pages in the dirty page list are sent to the Slave.
Although the above approach is conceptually straightforward, leveraging virtual memory protection hardware incurs
a non-trivial performance overhead, especially when the
epoch size is small. For example, imagine the overhead
of servicing thousands of write protection faults within an
epoch of 20 msec. To address this problem, XSFT [1] incorporates an optimization that exploits the fact that the dirty
page lists of consecutive epochs are significantly overlapped
with each other. This technique proves to be indispensable
for efficient dirty page tracking when the memory state
synchronization frequency is high.
Although virtual memory protection hardware is convenient to use and greatly reduces the run-time performance
cost of identifying modified pages, it also limits the granularity of dirty memory region tracking to individual pages.
This means that even a single byte in a memory page is
modified in an epoch, the entire page is considered dirty and
needs to be transferred to the Slave at the end of the epoch.
We propose a fined-grained dirty region tracking (FDRT)
technique to overcome this limitation.
The minimum unit of dirty region tracking in FDRT
supports is a tracking block, which is smaller than the
typical memory page size (4KB). At the beginning of an

epoch, FDRT computes a hash value for each tracking block
of every page and stores these hash values in a memoryresident fingerprint database. At the end of the epoch, FDRT
computes a hash value for every tracking block of every page
in the epoch’s dirty page list, compares each such hash value
with its counterpart in the fingerprint database, and if they do
not match, marks the corresponding tracking block as dirty
and replaces the stored fingerprint with the newly computed
hash value. In the end, only the dirty tracking blocks are
transferred to the Slave.
The smaller the tracking block size is, the more accurately
FDRT can approximate the true dirty region, but the larger
the in-memory fingerprint database needs to be. Assuming
each hash value takes 8 bytes, the memory overhead associated with FDRT’s fingerprint database is about 3.1% if the
tracking block size is 256 bytes, 6.3% if the tracking block
size is 128 bytes and 12.5% if the tracking block size is 64
bytes. One possible optimization to reduce the fingerprint
database’s memory overhead is to keep hash values not for
all memory pages, but only for recently dirtied pages. In this
scheme, if the fingerprint database does not have old hash
values for a newly dirty page, every tracking block in that
page is considered dirty. This technique enables the use of
smaller tracking block size while minimizing the fingerprint
database’s memory overhead.
For each tracking block, FDRT incurs an additional overhead of computing its hash value besides its data transfer
cost. On our test machine, the measured throughput of
MD5 hash computation is about 320 Mbytes/sec, which is
much higher than the sustained throughput of the dedicated
Gigabit Ethernet link used for memory state synchronization,
which is about 100 Mbytes/sec. Let DP (T ) and DB(T ) be
the number of dirty pages and dirty blocks, respectively,
when the epoch size is T . The hash value computation
DP (T )
cost is Chash = 320M
bytes/sec and the data transfer cost
DB(T )
is Ctransf er = 100M
bytes/sec . To a first approximation, the
total delay of an end-of-epoch memory state synchronization
transaction takes M AX(Chash , Ctransf er ), because hash
value computation of a tracking block can be easily pipelined
with its transmission.

3.2. Speculative State Transfer
In XSFT, pages dirtied in an epoch are sent from the
Master to the Slave at the end of that epoch. One way
to decrease the amount of time required to transfer dirty
pages is to reduce the total number of bytes that need to be
exchanged, and the other way is to speculatively ship some
of the dirty pages during an epoch rather than at the end of
an epoch. Speculative state transfer (SST) overlaps memory
state transport with normal application execution, and thus
can potentially mask some or even all of the end-of-epoch
memory state synchronization overhead. Because we assume
that there is a dedicated network link between the Master
and Slave specifically for memory state synchronization,

the impact of speculative state transfer on the networking
performance of application execution is expected to be small.
Moreover, the same idea can be applied to the computation
used in memory state synchronization, e.g., computing the
per-tracking-block hash values in FDRT during rather than
at the end of an epoch.
If a page is sent to the Slave as soon as it is modified, the
same page may be sent multiple times during an epoch even
though only the last send is necessary. In the worst case, it is
possible that SST generates so many redundant page transfers that even the dedicated synchronization network link
cannot handle and the overall memory state synchronization
delay is actually increased rather than decreased. Therefore,
the main technical challenge of SST is how to balance the
trade-off between the benefit of overlapping memory state
synchronization with application execution and the risk of
creating too much unnecessary synchronization traffic.
To strike a good balance between these two considerations, we perform a characterization of the temporal write
patterns to memory pages. In particular, we measure each
memory page’s write burst length, which is the temporal
distance between the first write and the last write to a
memory page during an epoch. A page with a large write
burst length means writes to the page are spread over a larger
portion of an epoch. Empirically, we found the majority of
memory pages have a write burst length of 1 msec or less for
an epoch of 20-30 msec, although there is no easy way to
identify pages that have a large write burst length. Based on
this observation, the current speculative state transfer design
uses the following heuristics:
•
•

Schedule a dirty page to be sent to the client one msec
after its first write, and mark the page as clean.
At the end of an epoch, send the dirty pages in the dirty
list. These pages correspond to those whose write burst
length is larger than 1 msec, or whose write burst length
is shorter than 1 msec but whose first write occurs
within 1 msec away from the end of an epoch.

The above SST design guarantees each memory page
is sent to the Slave at most twice, and is able to mask
a significant portion of the memory state synchronization
overhead (as shown in Section 4), because the write burst
length of most memory pages under the workloads used in
our study is smaller than 1 msec.

3.3. Synchronization Traffic Reduction Using Active Slave
In both XSFT and Remus, the Slave is passive in the
sense that the Slave is not actively running but is ready to
go when the Master dies. In the passive Slave design, a Slave
never consumes any CPU resource of the physical machine
on which it resides. Therefore, a single physical machine
can host multiple passive Slaves simultaneously, i.e., N+1
fault tolerance rather than 1+1 fault tolerance.
An alternative to the passive Slave design is the active

Slave design [20], in which the Slave runs concurrently with
the Master, which is the only entity that directly interacts
with external machines. To ensure that the Master and Salve
receive the same network inputs, every input packet that the
Master receives is duplicated, transformed and sent to the
Slave. Proper transformation on the input packets is required
because some sequence number fields in network protocols
are randomly initialized, e.g., TCP. To ensure that the Slave
is able to seamlessly continue the Master’s interactions with
external machines after the Master dies and it takes over,
the Master returns a response to an external machine only
after it receives the corresponding response from the Slave.
Because Master and Slave run the same code, receive
the same network inputs and are frequently synchronized
with respect to their responses to incoming requests, their
memory states should be largely the same at the end of an
epoch and accordingly the amount of data to be transferred
for memory state synchronization is expected to be small.
Because there is still non-determinism in the system, e.g.,
timer interrupts, the memory states of the Master and Slave
are not identical to each other. The third optimization
technique to decrease the memory state synchronization
overhead is to run the Slave in the active mode.
In the active Slave configuration, at the end of each epoch,
the Slave sends its dirty page list, which includes the page
number and hash value of each dirty page, to the Master,
which compares the received dirty page list with its own
dirty page list and categorize the Slave’s pages into the
following 4 types: (A) clean pages that are also clean in the
Master, (B) dirty pages whose new contents are available on
the Slave, (C) dirty pages whose new contents must come
from the Master, and (D) clean pages whose new contents
must come from the Master because they are in the Master’s
dirty page list. The Master only needs to transfer pages that
are of Type (C) and (D). Because the Master and Slave share
many common dirty pages whose page number in the Master
is different from that in the Slave, we decide to include perpage hash values into the dirty page list so as to classify
such dirty pages into Type (B) pages rather than Type (C).
Even though the active Slave configuration could potentially cut down the memory state synchronization overhead,
it incurs an implicit performance cost in addition to consuming more hardware resources: The response to every
incoming request can be returned to the requesting client
only when the slower of the Master and Slave successfully
processes the request and responds. This performance cost
could become quite visible if the Master and Slave each
share a physical machine with other virtual machines and
the hypervisors on the Master’s and the Slave’s machines
are not coordinated.

3.4. Put Together
The above three optimization techniques contribute to the
reduction of the memory state synchronization traffic in a
way that is largely orthogonal to one another, and thus can

be combined together to minimize the overall memory state
synchronization overhead at the end of each epoch.

4. Comparative Evaluation
4.1. Methodology
We used an emulation approach to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed three optimization techniques and
assess how their performance is affected by relevant system
configuration parameters. More concretely, we ran the three
benchmarks on a test-bed consisting of two physical machines, one of them running one or multiple client virtual
machines and the other running one or multiple server virtual
machines. The hypervisor used in this study is Xen, and
the server and client VMs ran either Linux or Windows,
depending on the benchmark. The client machine is 3.20GHz Pentium IV machine with 1 GB memory and a 5400
RPM and 160-GB SATA disk. The server machine is 2.66GHz Pentium IV machine with 2 GB memory and a 7200
RPM and 250-GB SATA disk. The three benchmarks used
in this study are as below:
•

•

•

TPC-E Workload
TPC-E [21] is a newly-introduced OLTP benchmark
that simulates the OLTP workload of a brokerage firm.
DBT-5 [22] is an open-source TPC-E implementation
using PostgreSQL as the backend DBMS. DBT-5 initializes the brokerage database with 5,000 customers,
the scale factor to 500 and the number of initial trade
days to 200, and runs the TPC-E transactions for
1 minute for the active slave technique, and 1 hour
for the other two optimization techniques. The TPC-E
workload is a largely random workload with very poor
data locality. The average disk read/write size is 8 KB,
with 43% of the disk I/O requests being writes and the
rest being reads.
CIFS Workload
The CIFS benchmark in SPECsfs 2008 [23] is a
synthetic workload simulating the typical load on
production-mode Windows file servers. In this workload, there are 10 concurrent client processes and 1
server, and the number of sustained CIFS operation
increases from 10 to 100 with 10 as the increment.
Each experiment run lasts for one minute under the
active slave scenario but lasts for 10 minutes for the
other two optimization techniques. The average disk
I/O request size for reads and writes in the resulting
trace is 4 KB. 25% of the disk I/O requests are writes
and the remaining are reads.
Exchange Workload
The Exchange workload runs a Windows Exchange
2003 server with a load generator called LoadGen [24]
developed by Microsoft Corporation. LoadGen simulates the workload of a medium-sized corporation’s
email server. The load generator runs for 1 minute with
1,000 email accounts and 1 user group. The average

number of sustained tasks in each email is 132. The
average disk I/O request size for reads and writes is
16 KB and 4 KB, respectively. 99% of the disk I/O
requests are write requests and the remaining are read
requests.
To evaluate the effectiveness of FDRT, we ran the Master
server in a VM, marked all its memory pages as read-only,
implemented a write exception handler in the Xen hypervisor
to maintain a dirty page list, chose a tracking block size
and computed per-tracking-block hash values for the Master
VM’s memory, stopped the test-bed at the end of each epoch,
identified the tracking blocks that are modified during each
epoch based on the dirty page list and per-tracking-block
hash values, and compute the total number of bytes that need
to be transferred at the end of each epoch for the chosen
tracking block size. This set-up is referred to as the FDRT
configuration hereafter.
To evaluate the effectiveness of SST, we used the FDRT
configuration with the following modification: at the end
of every msec during every epoch, the dirty page list is
appended to an in-memory log and then cleared, and all
the memory pages are marked as read-only. At the end of an
epoch, we calculated the write burst length (at the granularity
of msec) of every page modified in the epoch, and computed
the number of dirty pages that need to be transferred to the
Slave at the end of the epoch with varied eagerness delay.
To compare the difference in memory states between the
active and passive slave configurations, we set up a Master
VM and a Slave VM on the server machine, and modified the
network driver in DOM0 to duplicate every incoming packet
destined to the Master VM with proper TCP/CIFS sequence
number rewriting and forward it to the Slave VM, and to
defer an outgoing packet from the Master after receiving
the corresponding packet from the Slave. In addition, at
the end of every epoch, we stopped the Master and Slave
VMs, computed the difference in the memory states of the
Master and Slave VMs based on their per-page hash values,
modified Xen’s VM suspend/resume mechanism to copy
the Master’s VM state to the Slave over the network, and
proceeded to the next epoch.
In all the experiments, we stopped the client VMs at
the end of each epoch as well, so that the end-of-epoch
processing delay due to statistics collection and bookkeeping
is not visible to the clients, and therefore won’t affect the
input workloads.

4.2. Fine-Grained Dirty Region Identification
Figure 1(a) shows the average number of bytes transferred
at the end of each epoch during the experiment runs under
the Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS
workload, when the tracking block size of fine-grained dirty
region tracking is varied from 64 bytes, 256 bytes and 1024
bytes to 4096 bytes. Let’s call a contiguous range of bytes
that are modified within an epoch a dirty region and divide
each tracking block into 4 subblocks. When increasing the
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Figure 1. (a) The average number of bytes transferred at the end of each epoch during the experiment runs under
the Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS workload, when the tracking block size of fine-grained
dirty region tracking is varied from 64 bytes, 256 bytes and 1024 bytes to 4096 bytes. The epoch size is fixed as 30
msec. (b) The average number of bytes transferred at the end of each epoch during the experiment runs under the
Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS workload, when the epoch size of fine-grained dirty region
tracking is increased from 2 msec to 1 second. The tracking block size is fixed as 256 bytes. (c) The average number
of bytes transferred at the end of each epoch during the experiment runs under the Exchange workload, the TPC-E
workload and the CIFS workload, when the eagerness delay of speculative state transfer is varied from 1 msec to
29 msec. The epoch size is fixed as 30 msec and the tracking block size is 256 bytes.
with the epoch size because the same tracking block is likely
tracking block size from 64 bytes to 4096 bytes, the total
amount of end-of-epoch synchronization traffic is increased
to receive more updates during an epoch as the epoch size
increases. For all three workloads, the amount of end-toby a factor of 4.5, 7.8, and 2.7 for the Exchange workload,
epoch synchronization traffic is less than 100 Kbytes or
the TPC-E workload and the CIFS workload, respectively.
costs less than 1 msec assuming a 100 Mbytes/sec dedicated
In general, the slope in the increase of the amount
Gigabit Ethernet link, when the epoch size is 10 msec. This
of end-of-epoch synchronization traffic decreases with the
means that FDRT alone can already enable the use of an
increasing tracking block size. For the CIFS workload, the
epoch size as small as 10 msec because the end-of-epoch
majority of the dirty regions are close to 4096 bytes, as a
synchronization delay is smaller than 10% of such an epoch.
result using a smaller tracking block size than 4096 bytes
does not provide as much reduction in the amount of endof-epoch synchronization traffic as the other two workloads.
For the Exchange and TPC-E workload, the distribution
of the dirty region size follows a bimodal distribution that
concentrates on 64-byte and 4096-byte regions. As a result,
the percentage of subblocks in each tracking block that are
dirty increases with the tracking block size. For example, if
the average dirty region size is 64 bytes, and the average
distance between adjacent dirty regions is 256 bytes, then
the amount of end-of-epoch synchronization traffic for the
64-byte tracking block size would be four times smaller
than that for the 256-byte tracking block size, which in turn
would be the same as that for the 1024-byte or 4096-byte
tracking block size. However, if the average dirty region
size is 256 bytes, and the average distance between adjacent
dirty regions is 2048 bytes, then the amount of end-of-epoch
synchronization traffic for the 64-byte tracking block size
would be the same as that for the 256-byte tracking block
size, which in turn would be four times smaller than that for
the 1024-byte tracking block size, which in turn is half as
that for the 4096-byte tracking block size.
As expected, figure 1(b) shows that the amount of end-ofepoch synchronization traffic increases with the epoch size,
but the slope of increase is smaller than linear and decreases

4.3. Speculative State Transfer
Figure 1(c) shows the average number of bytes transferred
at the end of each epoch during the experiment runs under
the Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS
workload, when the eagerness delay of speculative state
transfer is varied from 1 msec to 29 msec. Assuming the
eagerness delay is D msec, under speculative state transfer,
the pages that are transferred at the end of an epoch are
those pages whose write burst length is larger than D msec,
or those pages whose first write occurs within the last D
msec of an epoch. It turns out that for the Exchange and
CIFS workload, the write burst length of more than 90% of
the pages dirtied in an epoch is less than 1 msec, whereas
for the TPC-E workload, more than 82% of the pages dirtied
in an epoch have a write burst length of less than 1 msec.
Therefore, for all three workloads, most of the pages that
are transferred at the end of an epoch are pages whose first
write occurs within the last D msec of an epoch. As D
increases, the number of such pages is increased, and so
does the amount of end-of-epoch synchronization traffic.
When the eagerness delay is increased from 1 msec to 29
msec, the amount of end-of-epoch synchronization traffic
is increased by a factor of 10.8, 9.9, and 15.1 for the
Exchange, TPC-E and CIFS workload, respectively. Because

Workload
TPC-E
Exchange
CIFS

Percentage of Dirty States (Unit: %)
Master-Only Common Slave-Only
8
83
9
9
79
12
17
65
18

Table 1. The average percentage of different types of dirty
pages in a Master operating in the active Slave configuration
under the three workloads. The epoch size is 15 msec.
the percentage of dirty pages whose write burst length is less
than 1 msec is smaller in the TPC-E workload than the other
two workloads, the impact of pages whose first write occurs
within the last D msec of each epoch on its curve is less
and consequently its curve is less smooth than the other the
curves associated with the other two workloads.
Although speculative state transfer could mask some of
the memory state synchronization delay, it does this at the
expense of transferring more data than absolutely necessary.
Fortunately, Figure 2(a) demonstrates that the total number
of bytes transferred during and at the end of an epoch when
speculative state transfer is turned on is 1.09, 1.08, and 1.22
times that when speculative state transfer is disabled under
the Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS
workload, respectively. This results suggests the amount of
unnecessary data transfer in speculative state transfer is kept
to an acceptable level in practice. Moreover, in all three
workloads, the during-an-epoch data transfer rate required
is well below and thus can be easily accommodated by the
sustained rate of the dedicated Gigabit Ethernet link, i.e.,
100 Mbytes/sec or 3.3 Mbytes per 30 msec.
Surprisingly, Figure 2(b) shows that the amount of endof-epoch synchronization traffic remains largely constant
regardless of the epoch size. This result suggests that speculative state transfer not only can shift most of the memory
state synchronization operations from at the end of an epoch
to during an epoch, it is capable of performing this shifting
equally effectively across all epoch sizes, because updates
to the memory state are rarely concentrated towards the end
of an epoch, no matter what the epoch size is.
Figure 2(c) shows the overhead in terms of total numbers
of bytes during a whole epoch. Smaller eagerness delay
leads to larger overhead because pages dirtied multiple times
within an epoch are not clusterred in a narrow range and
smaller eagerness delay transfer more of those dirty pages.
The Exchange workload has a larger ratio of pages dirtied
multiple times within an epoch than the TPC-E workload
and the CIFS workload, while that of the TPC-E workload
is larger than that of the CIFS workload.

4.4. Synchronization Traffic Reduction Using Active Slave
When the Slave is active, at the end of each epoch, the
pages at the Master can be classified into 4 types: A, B, C,
and D, as described in Section 4.4. Type C and D pages
need to be transferred from the Master to the Slave, and
Type B pages need to be transferred if the Slave is passive.

NB
Therefore we use the ratio N B+N
C+N D as a metric to
evaluate the effectiveness of the Active Slave configuration
in reducing the end-of-epoch synchronization traffic, where
N B, N C and N D represent the number of Type B, Type C
and Type D pages, respectively. Figure 2(d) shows how this
ratio varies with the epoch size under the three workloads.
As expected, the larger the epoch size, the more divergent the
memory states of the Master and Slave are and the smaller
the reduction in end-of-epoch synchronization traffic. When
the epoch size is 15 msec, the ratio is above 83% for the
TPC-E workload, 79% for the Exchange workload, and
65% for the CIFS workload, as shown in Table 1. This
means the Active Salve configuration can reduce the endof-epoch synchronization traffic by a factor of 5 for the
TPC-E and Exchange workload but only a factor of 2.8 for
the CIFS workload. When the epoch size is 30 msec, the
synchronization traffic reduction factor is decreased to 3.6,
3.1 and 1.6 for the TPC-E, Exchange and CIFS workload,
respectively.
Because the Master and Slave run the same program and
are fed the same network inputs, the difference between
their memory states mainly comes from non-determinism
in the code, for example, TCP’s sequence number that is
initialized randomly. In the case of the CIFS workload,
the CIFS protocol also has its own sequence number that
appears to be initialized randomly. Therefore, the Master and
Slave are not fed with exactly the same input packets. This
additional non-determinism explains why the Active Slave
configuration is less effective at reducing the end-of-epoch
synchronization traffic for the CIFS workload than for the
other two workloads.
Figure 2(e) shows analytical curves illustrating how the
number of bytes transferred at the end of each epoch varies
with the epoch size. The analytical curves multiply the total
bytes of dirty data blocks with the ratio of Type-B dirty
blocks. As expected, the number of bytes transferred at the
end of each epoch increases with the epoch size.

4.5. Analysis of Performance Overhead
The cornerstone of all optimization techniques to reduce
the volume of the dirty data blocks at the end of each
epoch is the mechanism to track the dirtiness of a data
block. There exists two ways to track the dirtiness of data
blocks: to scan the dirty bitmap of the whole memory
space of the guest virtual machine, or to mark the target
pages as write-protected to trigger an exception whenever
the target page is modified. It is time-consuming to use
the dirty bitmap alone, and it is also expensive to use the
write-protection mechanism (0.164 msec to process a writeprotection exception under XEN). To mitigate the overhead
associated with both of these two techniques, we developed
a mechanism to combine these two techniques together as
follows. At the beginning of each epoch, all pages that are
previously dirtied (denoted as Old-Dirty-Region) do not have
the write-protection, and all other pages have the write-
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Figure 2. (a)The average number of bytes transferred during each epoch for the experiment runs under the
Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS workload, when the eagerness delay of speculative state
transfer is varied from 1 msec to 29 msec. The epoch size is fixed as 30 msec and the tracking block size is 256
bytes. (b) The average number of bytes transferred at the end of each epoch during the experiment runs under
the Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS workload, when the epoch size is varied from 5 msec
to 1 second. The eagerness delay of speculative state transfer is fixed as 2 msec and the tracking block size is
256 bytes. (c)The overhead in terms of bytes transferred during the whole epoch for the experiment runs under the
Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS workload, when the eagerness delay is varied from 1 msec
to 29 msec. The epoch size is fixed as 30 msec and the tracking block size is 256 bytes. (d)The percentage of
common memory states of all dirty memory blocks for both the master machine and the slave machine with varied
epoch size under the Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS workload. The tracking block is 256
byte, and the X axis is in log scale. (e)The average number of bytes transferred at the end of each epoch for the
experiment runs under the Exchange workload, the TPC-E workload and the CIFS workload, when the epoch size
using Active Slave is varied from 1 msec to 60 msec. The tracking block size is 256 bytes. (f)The ratio of newly dirty
data blocks with regard to the previous k epochs under the three workloads when k is varied from 1 to 5,000. The
epoch size is 2 msec.
protection mechanism on. At the end of each epoch, scan
workload even when k = 5, 000. It is surprising at first
the portion of dirty bitmap corresponding to Old-Dirtybut scrutinizing of memory traces show that the average
Region to find out the dirtied pages in the Old-Dirty-Region,
modification interval of the 30% newly dirtied regions is
and rely on the write-protection mechanism to track the
more than 10 seconds for the TPC-E workload, which
dirty pages out of Old-Dirty-Region. If the Old-Dirty-Region
indicates those pages are dirtied by different processes in
contains dirty pages in the previous k epochs, we denote it
the system and exhibits poor data locality.
as k-Old-Dirty-Region. If the k-Old-Dirty-Region does not
Figure 3(a) shows that the ratio of newly dirty blocks
change significantly across epochs, we can greatly reduce the
across
epochs does not follow a fixed trend with varied
overhead associated with the write-page protection mechaepoch
sizes.
For the TPC-E and CIFS workload, the ratio
nism. Unfortunately, for all three workloads, it takes larger
keeps
increasing
with the epoch size because larger epoch
k to retrieve a k-Old-Dirty-Region that has more common
introduces
more
new
dirty blocks. In contrast, for the Expages with the current epoch. Figure 2(f) shows that the ratio
change
workload,
the
distribution of dirty blocks is more
of newly dirty regions decreases as k increases as expected.
bursty
and
the
average
number
of new dirty blocks does not
However, the ratio does not fall behind 30% for the TPC-E
increase when the epoch increases from 1 msec to 16 msec.
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Figure 3. (a)The ratio of newly dirty data blocks with regard to the previous 10 epochs under the three workloads
when the epoch is varied from 1 msec to 29 msec. (b)The runtime performance overhead with the epoch size
varying from 1 msec to 29 msec when FDRT, SpeccSS and Active Slave are combined for the Exchange, TPC-E
and CIFS workload. The eagerness delay is fixed as 1 msec, the tracking block is 256 bytes, and k = 10.
client server model, in which incoming requests received
When the epoch size is larger than 16 msec, the average
within an epoch are processed by the Master in a batch, and
number of new dirty blocks increases for the Exchange
their associated external operations, in particular, disk write
workload and the same for the ratio of newly dirty blocks.
accesses and network packets transmission, are deferred until
Besides the overhead due to page write-protection, the
the memory states of the Master and Slave are synchronized
computation of MD5 hash values of each data block conat the end of each epoch. In general, the larger the epoch,
tributes the other significant run-time overhead. It takes on
the lower the memory state synchronization overhead, and
average 0.05 msec to compute the hash value of a whole
the higher the average request latency as perceived by
4KB page. As the computation of the MD5 hash value is
external clients. Moreover, for network applications whose
proportional to the size of the data block, we assume it takes
throughput is sensitive to the round-trip delay, larger epoch
0.05 msec to compute hash values of all data blocks within a
size also results in lower perceived throughput. Therefore,
4KB page regardless the size of the data block. The overhead
how to reduce the epoch size while minimizing the memory
of hash computation is proportional to the number of 4 KB
state synchronization overhead is a key technical challenge
pages because for each 4 KB page, we have to compute the
for these high-availability systems. This paper describes the
hash values for all of its data blocks to figure out the newly
design of three optimization techniques that are devised to
dirtied data blocks in the current epoch.
reduce the memory state synchronization overhead in three
The performance overhead consists of three components:
separate orthogonal ways, and presents a comprehensive
1) the overhead due to write-protection page exception, 2)
evaluation of them under three data-intensive server benchthe computation of hash values, and 3) the transmission of
marks. More concretely, the contributions of this research to
dirty data blocks. As the computation and the transmission
fault tolerance research include
can be pipelined efficiently and the transmission has a larger
throughput (100 MB/s compared with 80 MB/s for the
• A characterization study of the network traffic requirecomputation of hash values), we only model the overhead
ment of Master-Slave memory state synchronization in
due to 1) and 2). Figure 3(b) illusrates the overhead of all
virtualization-based fault-tolerant systems under datathree workloads in terms of elapsed time with varied epoch
intensive server benchmarks.
sizes. The overhead is largely decided by the number of dirty
• Development of three optimization techniques to min4KB pages and the curves follow similar trends as those in
imize the amount of synchronization traffic at the end
figure 3(a). Another observation is that the overhead does
of every epoch, including fine-grained dirty region
not necessarily decrease as the epoch size increases. For the
tracking, speculative state transfer, and synchronization
Exchange workload, the overhead is decomposed into two
traffic reduction using active Slave.
components corresponding to 1) and 2), respectively. For the
• A comprehensive evaluation of the proposed three
overhead due to 1) and 2), the overhead due to 1) dominates
optimization techniques under representative enterprise
and attributes to 76% of the overhead.
server workloads, including their effectiveness individually.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
The key design decision in virtualization-based faulttolerant systems such as XSFT and Remus is an epoch-based

Both XSFT and Remus require modifications to and thus
are tied with the underlying hypervisor, Xen in both cases.

Some hypervisors are starting to expose a programming API
for one virtual machine to take control when certain events
in another virtual machine occur, and to access memory
pages or intercept network or disk I/O operations associated
with another virtual machine, e.g., the VMsafe [25] API
from VMware. These APIs offer an opportunity to extend
a hypervisor without introducing third-party code into the
hypervisor. We plan to leverage this kind of programming
APIs to implement the proposed optimization techniques
in a way that is largely portable across different hypervisors. When the Slave in a virtualization-based fault-tolerant
system is passive, a single physical machine can host
multiple Slaves for multiple Masters, each of which runs
on a separate physical machine. However, to prevent the
memory state synchronization transactions associated with
multiple Master-Slave pair from colliding with one another,
the epochs of the Master-Slave pairs serviced by a Slavehosting machine should be staggered so that the machine
can service a different pair at a different time slot. How
to coordinate the epoch timing of these Master-Slave pairs
without modifying the underlying hypervisor is a non-trivial
technical challenge.
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